
REMOTE UPDATING

The “Stela” kiosk is an integral part of our reception management solution.
Thanks to its many features (22-inch screen with webcam, QR code reader, payment 
terminal, card reader, printer, etc.), this kiosk will ensure the complete reception of your 
visitors in the simplest possible way as soon as they arrive.

The terminal is delivered already assembled and equipped to save you time.
Its new sleeker, thinner and taller design allows it to attract attention and facilitate all 
the steps of your visitors’ journey.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

. Weight: approx. 42kg

DISPLAY:
. Resolution: 1920x1080
. Brightness: 250cd/m2 . Contrast: 1000:1
. Angle: 178° x 178° .
. Technology : P-Cap
. Multitouch : 10 points . 22 inches

TICKET :
. Width: 80 mm
. Variable length : from 50 to 150 mm

BENEFITS

. Easily modifiable options

. Accessibility

. 100% customizable ticket

. Large printing capacity

. Environmentally friendly

. Design and robustness

. Videoconference possible with the 
  webcam and screen 
. Small footprint
. More visibility
. Reception of the kiosk already mounted
. Attractive
. At eye level

FEATURES

. 22» screen, projected capacitive
  multi-touch technology.
. Ultra-fast high resolution printing
  (up to 3545 tickets per roll)
. Auto loading and easy loading
. Dynamic and customizable 
. Card recognition (smart card, ID...)
. Direct or indirect discussion via the webcam
. Identification of appointments
. Call and information ticket (opening hours, 
  documents to be provided, maps, etc.)
. Payment
. Natural ventilation
. Cable entry at the bottom rear or below
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